
Gray Blend / Multi Flint Roan River Roan River / Oklahoma Roan River / Sunset 

Oklahoma Oklahoma / Spice Oklahoma / Chocolate Chocolate / Coral 

Mocha / Sunset Mocha / Ebony Mocha Ozark Brown 

Mini Pearl Ebony Mocha / Mini Pearl Ozark Brown / Mini Pearl 

Cantina Pink Cantina Pink / Mini Pearl Sunset / Mini Pearl Ebony / Mini Pearl 

Actual colors and blends may vary. 

Spice Sunset Sunset / Ebony Chocolate 

Small Coral Texas Rainbow Gray Blend Multi-Flint 

 
 

 

Affordable 
Stain Resistant 

Easy To Maintain 
Weather Resistant 
Extremely Durable 

Quick Installation Time 
Choice of Colors and Blends 

Enhances Interior and Exterior Surfaces 
Free of Hazardous Fumes or Harsh Odors 

Corrects and Eliminates Unsafe Conditions 
Beautifies Concrete, Wood, Ceramic Tile, and Brick 

 Turns Your Property into a Conversational Showpiece! 

Independently Owned  
& Operated By: 

 

 

www.EverStoneFloors.com 

Copyright © 2013 - EverStone Floors, Inc. 



  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Basements 
Patio Rooms 

Garages 
Utility Rooms 
Game Rooms 

Pool Decks 
Sidewalks 

Patios 
Steps 

Driveways 

Schools & Offices 
Show Rooms 

Conference Rooms 
Party Centers 

Churches & Lodges 

® 

EverStone® is a blend of North America’s most beautiful, natural, decorative stones, combined with our 
proprietary epoxy resin. EverStone can be applied to almost any structurally sound interior or exterior  
concrete surface, or any interior wood floor that has been properly prepared. Because EverStone is hand 
troweled, correcting uneven, dangerous surfaces are a breeze.   

Most EverStone installations only take about 2 days to complete and cause very little, to no disruption to 
your surroundings. Installations are free from hazardous fumes, harsh odors and messes. 

EverStone is also a great insulator, allowing air to circulate throughout the product. It will not transfer 
ground temperatures to your feet, like concrete or tile and has become the premier floor covering for any 
area that gets damp, wet or flooded. It does not mold, peel, lift or discolor like carpet or tile and can be  
easily cleaned and maintained. 

 

 

 

When the EverStone-System was first developed, we knew that our top priority would always be  
Customer Satisfaction. We have upheld that “top priority” by taking extensive measures to produce the 
highest-quality, eco-friendly, stone & epoxy flooring system available today. Our system was designed by 
first identifying any weak points that a stone & epoxy floor could have and then developing solutions that 
would reinforce and protect those areas from potential damage. 

Next, we contracted with a National Epoxy Coatings Manufacturer that has been formulating high-strength 
epoxy coatings for over 70 years. After meticulous research, development and testing, we were able to 
produce a proprietary 100% Solids, High-Strength, Water-Clear, Epoxy System that is V.O.C. compliant 
and even meets California’s strict C.A.R.B. standards, A.S.T.M. D-2697. 

For even more strength, gloss retention, adhesion and durability, we increased the ratio of epoxy-to-stone. 
Our ratio is over 1-1/2 gallons of 100% Solids epoxy per 200 pounds of stone and is the highest ratio in the 
stone & epoxy flooring industry. The above, combined with our tested and proven steps below, are needed 
to deliver on our number one priority, Customer Satisfaction! 

The EverStone-System will forever deliver superior performance,  
comfort and safety our customers expect and deserve. 

Reflective-Light Finishing  Protective Top-Coat 

Flexible Crack & Joint Welds  Protective Edging Diamond Grinding 

Breathable Prime-Coat 

® 

 Diamond Grinding - Allows the concrete to breathe and guarantees a strong bond. 

Flexible Crack Welds - Helps to prevent existing substrate cracks from reoccurring. 

Protective Edges - Helps to prevent high-traffic edges from chipping. 

Breathable Prime-Coat - Provides a 100% bond and ensures that the floor will not delaminate. 

Solvent-Free Trowel Slick - Emits NO hazardous fumes or odors and does not weaken the floor. 

High-Strength Top-Coat - Keeps the floor from shedding and provides gloss retention. 

Ultra-UV Top-Coat - Helps to provide extended gloss retention on exterior installations. 


